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The system of innovation and technology development in the United States is diverse and complex, involving research and development organizations in the public and private domains, government funding for basic research, universities, the patent system, the availability of capital, marketing, channels of distribution—and perhaps the most critical element, people with strong technical and professional skills. Engineering knowledge and skills drive the technological innovation and development critical to solving major national and global challenges. It is thus important to understand the educational and career pathways of engineers with these skills and knowledge as well as the evolving system of institutions, policies, markets, people, and other resources that together prepare and employ engineers.

Engineers’ continued contributions and US economic growth depend on a robust and resilient engineering education system, profession, and workforce. How well is the US engineering education–workforce system preparing and using engineers? What adaptations are needed to ensure that this system can respond effectively and expediently to current and future needs? To understand these questions, a committee of experts reviewed published literature and analyzed relevant datasets in order to accomplish the following three objectives:

1. Collect and synthesize data on the characteristics (e.g., age, job category) of those working or trained as engineers.
2. Collect and synthesize data on factors (e.g., personal values, economic incentives) influencing the career decisions of those working or trained as engineers.
3. Use these analyses to consider the implications of current career pathways of working engineers and engineering graduates more broadly for stakeholders.

The committee examined peer-reviewed literature in three broad areas: engineering education research; social and behavioral science related to career decision making; and economic and statistical research related to workforce and employment. Both academic (e.g., HERI) and governmental (e.g., SESTAT, IPEDS) data sets provided information about the size of the engineering workforce, whether and how graduates use technical skills in the workplace, and what factors affect career decisions of those with engineering degrees. The four to six years of an undergraduate engineering education program are the most well defined part of the engineering pathway. Once graduates enter the labor force, they can choose from a broad spectrum of career paths, including those not always described as engineering jobs. While roughly 35 percent of engineering degree holders work in engineering occupations (which are narrowly defined), another 45 percent work in engineering management, computing, and engineering-related occupations that draw heavily on their engineering skills and training. Another 20 percent of engineering graduates apply their engineering skills and training in occupations entirely unrelated to science and engineering. And significant numbers of workers without an engineering degree work in engineering occupations.

Social cognitive career theory [1] suggests a strong role for both support from others and self-confidence in one’s own skills and knowledge in determining career choice for engineering students [2]. Because engineering education provides graduates with complex problem solving skills and reasoning ability in addition to their discipline-specific knowledge, these individuals
have a wide range of possible careers. Many engineering students do not limit their post-
graduation plans to an engineering job, and a quarter of them never planned to enter an
engineering career [3]. For example, some graduates feel that a non-STEM occupation fits better
with their professional and personal values, goals, and interests and willingly choose a non-
STEM career [4]. For those working in a career that is unrelated to their degree 2 to 3 years after
graduation, over half indicate that the location of their job, the opportunities for pay or
promotion, and the working conditions play at least some role in their career decision [5].
Pathways can also be affected by the social environment of the workplace [6], the complexity of
the engineering problems they are asked to work on [6], or the presence of explicit and implicit
employee supports and barriers to the success of new hires [7].

Many individuals working in engineering occupations have degrees in either a non-engineering
field (about a quarter of those in engineering occupations) or in an engineering discipline
different than their occupation (about two-thirds of those in engineering occupations). Many
individuals with engineering degrees have moved out of engineering occupations by a decade
after their degree, although most use their engineering skills in their jobs [8]. In addition,
individuals with bachelor’s degrees in engineering earn more than those with bachelor’s degrees
in other fields throughout their careers, and salaries for those with an engineering highest degree
are similar no matter their occupation. Job satisfaction is similarly independent of job type, with
92% of those with both a degree and a job in engineering and 90% of those with an engineering
degree but no engineering job indicating they are very satisfied with their work [8].

Overall, the rewards to US-based engineers for their contributions to the nation’s technological
and economic advances are generally substantial. Because of their relative scarcity and unique
capabilities, degreed engineers, on average, are more highly compensated, enjoy higher lifetime
earnings, and experience lower unemployment rates than other college graduates. Engineering
graduates also enjoy a great deal of career flexibility, applying their knowledge and skills across
a range of both engineering and non-engineering occupations and maintaining high job
satisfaction throughout their careers. While some stakeholders believe that the system is not
producing enough new engineers to meet the rapidly growing demand for engineering skills
throughout the economy, others question whether US engineering education is preparing
graduates adequately to meet the demands of an increasingly global, dynamic workplace and the
changing nature of engineering work. In addition, the persistent underrepresentation of women
and some racial/ethnic minorities in engineering is widely considered a lost opportunity to
enhance US innovation as well as a matter of social justice and equity.

The project presents a systems view of engineering education-workforce pathways and the
factors influencing an individual’s development throughout those pathways. The data and
research reviewed offer a robust picture of how individuals enter and advance through
engineering education and subsequent careers and provide support for recommendations to
improve the transparency, inclusiveness and responsiveness of the system. The project reshapes
both the definition of and the “value proposition” for engineers and engineering, with resulting
impacts for engineering education, industry, policy-makers, and the general public. By critically
evaluating the range of data sources relevant to engineering education and career pathways, the
final report challenges some long-held assumptions about what engineers do, where engineering
skills and knowledge are employed, how engineering is defined, and what education and training is needed to practice engineering.

Due to the procedure for consensus studies followed by the National Academy of Engineering, final results and recommendations are embargoed until the report is publically released, which is anticipated in summer 2018. The report provides data and context for discussions about engineering education and career pathways as well as information for stakeholders to use in efforts to recruit and retain individuals traditionally underrepresented in engineering. The report also discusses the future of engineering education in light of these findings.
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